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A B S T R ACT======================

This thesis attempts to examine the syntactic structures
of the noun phrase in Awngi.

The paper contains three chapters including the conclusion.
Chapter 1 explains the background work of the thesis which
involves a description about the A.gew people, the ilgew
language and its classification, studies on Awngi and the
purpose of the study.

Chapter 2 discusses the noun phrase in Awngi. In so
doing, methods of identifying I1.wnginoun phrases and the
internal structure of the ~oun phrase, the distribution of the
constituents, external distribution and functions of the noun
phrase in J•.wngi have been presented.

Chapter 3 deals with a summary of the major points
discussed in the thesiso

1Awngi is an inflectional language. Any syntactic analysis
may not be clearly discussed without an attempt of its morpho~o-
gical categories. Hence, a brief description of the noun
morphology (gender, number and case inflections) has been
appended to help readers understand the various inflectional
elements in the thesiso
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T RAN S C RIP T ION=====================================

Due to technical difficulties, I have used:

I to indicate
C to indic'3..te
S to indicate
G to indicate
N to indicA.te
B to indicate

high; central unrounded vowel.
- voiceless, palatal plosive.
- voiceless, palatal fricA.tiveo
- voiced, velar fricativeo
- voiced, velar nasalo
- voiced, bilabial fricative.
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KEY TO SYMBOLS AND ABBRIV_1.TIONG================== :========:===

C = complement
Cm = case marker
compo = compounding morpheme
Gm = gender marker
hyphen (-) = morpheme boundary
nomzr. = nominalizer
Nomo = nominative marker

= zero morpheme
Om = direct object mA..rker
Or.m = ordinal marker
ReI. = relative clause marker

* = a form that h1.s this mark
infron of it is ungrammatical
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Agew People

Agew is a general name given to four scattered Cushitic
speaking groups of people in Ethiopia. They are the Eilen in
Keren, Eritrea; the Kimant in Chilga, Gonder; the Xamtanga in
Wag-Sekota, Wollo; and the Awka in Agewmidir-Metekel, Gojjam.
However, there are other isolated people called Sahalla, found
near the Simen Mountain in Gonder.2 These little-known people
are said to speak an Agew language, probably a dialect of Xamtanga.

In the past there were other Agew language speaking regions;
among them Quara and Dembia in Gonder and Damot in Gojjam, all
presently Amharic-sp~aking areas.

The Awka whose language is the object of my study, are about
50,000 peoPle~3 The Awka (Aw-i masculine, Aw-a feminine and
Aw-ka plural) in Agewmidir and Metekel districts have some
dialectal differences between them which do not, however,
affect mutual understanding.4

The Awka language is called Aw-Niu The derivative-Ni
stands for languages5 and Aw-refers to Agew.

There are also small groups of people (2.000?)6 known as
Kunfel, found in Belaya, Metekel and Tumuha, Agewmidir.
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The Kunfel speak a distinct dialect of Awngi.
Example

Awka: (1)
Kunfel: (2)

awa tiyxwa (the sun dived) - The sun set.
awa kltxWa (the sun died) The sun set.

Also, a hundered - item basic word list in Kunfel ha~
been compared with other Agew languages and shows the following
agreementso7

with Qimant
78%

40%
38%

31%

with Awngi

with Xamtanga
with Bilen

This shows that Kunfel is a member of the language of Awngi,
because a comprehension degree of 75% or more is considered
satisfactory for adequate communication between two speech

. t' 8varJ.e J.es.

The Awka are predominantly farmers and all Christians.
At present, they have a very peaceful relationship with the
neighbouring Amhara.s.r Intermarriage between the two groups
is very common.

Contrary to the Kimant, who are branded as people who
originated from the bark of a tree and as a result suffer
humiliation and segregation from the Amharas in the neighbouring
Gonder administrative region, the Awka of Gojjam are highly
esteemed.
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As a result of their previous conflicts with the Agew,
the Gojjam Amharas refer to the Awka as:

(3) (Agew l~i-bbuzet'anfl
(4) ~mmn~tun dab~k'o andun a~~awa~n~ 9

(Agew-his heart-nine
hiding the eight - he revealed to me one)

to explain their secretiveness or shrewdness which is seen as
a positive element of a person's character in the area.

The Awka are also called Sbbat-bet Aglbw (seven - house - Agew)
to represent the seven eons (Awngi: LaNeta Awiya-"seven Agew sons")
who are said to have migrated from Lasta, Wollo, to settle in
Agewmidir.10 The various areas in Agewmidir are named after the
seven leaders of the first wave of migration.11 The name of the
leaders are given below.

I_nAmharic
(i) AnkeSa

(ii) Azena
(iii) Banja

(iv) Cara.
(v) KWakura

(vi) l'1etekel
(vii) Zigem

In Awngi
ANkiSi
Azeni
Banji
Cari
KWakuri
I1itikili
Zigami

In places bordering Amharic speaking areas and in the townst

most Awka are becoming bilingual, or in some cases speaking only
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Amharic & In addition, their children receive their education
in Amhaz-Lc, Since the l:U<1kR..have no social problems with the
Amharas, their feeling of tribalism is very low. As a result,
dropping Awngi and picking up Amharic is very common. Hence,
A\'mgi, as has hapoened in many cases, may die without being
sufficiently recorded.. Although this process of Amharization
may take several generations, steps either to revive the Awngi
language or to record it properly before it disappears should
be taken nowo

1.2 The Agew Language

J~gew is also the n~me given to the interrelated Cushitic
languages that are spoken by the four groups of people mentioned
above. The Agew language has been classified (by Moreno) as
lentral Cushitic,12 differing from other Cushitic languages by
its phonological, lexical and grammatical isoglosses as has
been indicated by Flemingo13 Further, Hetzron describing the
present condition of the language wrote:

It (the Agew language) was once spoken in
a very large area in the northern half of
Ethio-pia, but was gr'1dually superseded by
Semitic languages: Amharic and Tigrignaooo
The once continuous l"1.gewarea is split
into small islands that have escaped, so far,
,-'emitization.14

The Semitization of these 'islands' is still continuing
and as a result the Agew languages are all in the process of
dyingo Due to isolation, these 'islands' evolved different varieties
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of Agew, mutually unintelligible and consequently descriptively
independent,,15

The Family tree according to Bender 16 appears as
indicated be Low,

Afroasiatic
l

Central
The currently spoken Central Cushitic (Agew) languages are:

Central Cushitic (Agew)
B!l~:'--H-'·~:t-a-n-g-a~-"-·~---·_. Kilant T .Awngl.

It appears that a recent article by Hetzron17 suggests a
reclassification of Cushitic removing Beja altogether including
South Cushitic with Lowland East Cushitic and putting Central
Cushitic (Agew) with Rift Valley (Highland and East Cushitic).

From among the Cushitic languages, Agew is said to
18reflect considerable innovation particularly in its vocabularyo

Observe the following:

( 5)

( 6)

(7)

guzg
na!

( gWadug)

( nats)
KIrn)

- belly
- bone

KarN - stone
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In addition, the Agew languages are grammatically drifting
away from the gender system of Cushitic nominals in which
feminine / -t/ is maintained while masculine /-k/ has
disappearedo19 Consider the following examples from Awngio

(8) karN-Ilat-t stoneless (Femo)

(9) karN-Ilati-w stoneless (Ha sx , )

(10) kal-ati-t not able (Fem..)
(11) kal-ati-w not able (Masco)

Agew, though it shows peculiar characteristics, shares
a range of relationships with other Cuehit1-e languages: 20

with East Cushitic (Oromo, Burji,oo.) -8 -14 percent
with Beja (now classified by Hetzron
as non-Cushitic)
with South Cushitic (Irqw,ooo)

-8 -13 percent
-6 -10 percent

103 "rhe Awngi Language

Awngi, as an Agew language, shares the above mentioned
range of relationship features.. Horeover, though Awngi manifests
a shared fe3.turewith other Cushitic langu3.ges in its agent
marker sUffic,21 as:

Awngi ant-
Afar ena
Beja ana
Rift valley anCo;
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one can observe a major peculiar characteristics in it.
This is the absence of the nominative marker, what Hetzron
calls "the basic characteristics of Orthodox Cushitic,22
which is found in many Cushitic languages in varying
env i.r-onmerrts, Consider the f'o Lkowi.ng l

Awngi 0
Burgi u/i
Gede?o & Hadyya - final /0/ changing to -i

Kimant i
Sidamo i/u

General

CoTo Beke (1845) presents a comparative vocabularY of
some Ethiopian lang;uages in wh i.ch he has included Awngi.

Carlo Conti Rossini (1905) gives a general description of
the people in Dangela, the capital of the district of Agewmidir
and the language they speak.

FoR. Palmer (1959) forewards a description of the phonemes
(including tonemes) in Awngio He notes some obvious structural
similarities between Bilen and Awngio In addition, he has analysed
the verbs of Awngi in terms of numb-er, gender, per-son , tease,

aspect and theme which he considers as categories required for
the analysis of verb forms.
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R ..Hetzron (1969) ~lso presents the v~rious verb systems
by r-ev i ewi ng the wor-ks of Pa Lme r ,

Tezera Alene (1962 E~()o) describes the morphology and
con.iug rti on patterns of ;umgi verbs. Based on the number of
consonant radicals, Tezera divides the verbs into four typeso

Tezera assumes that the verbs of four consonant r-ad i.caLs ar e
the ones thrt are borrowed from i1..mh,lrico

M. L. Bender (1971) presents ninety-nine basic vocabulary
items of Awngi along vith other major Ethiopian languages.

1.402 Phonology

To my knowledge, no detailed phonological study has been
done on the language. However, Palmer and Hetzron in their
above-mentioned works have listed the following segmental
phonemes •.

1.4.2.1 Consonants
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1 ..4.2.2 Vowels

I_--.,. = _.-C-;ntral I Back

_High i . -t
_:_:~:_ ...1---:";;""-2-~-_=== t__·~-.~;----_.

My own addition is the labio- alveolar/lw/ that occurs in
the following exampleo

(12) - cow

/BJ is an allophone
after a vowe L 0 Example:

(13) diB
(14) kImd[B
(15) SIBaBi

of /b/ intervocalically and finally

- mischief
- evil
- narrow

il.wngiis a tonal language 0 It has one dynamic and three
static toneso24 These include one contour (falling) and three
level tones (high, mid and low). However, without attempting
a more detailed ~honological study, I have not dared to mark
the tones in my tr~nscriptiono

105 The purposf3e of the Study

hS mentioned earler, very little has been done on the Awngi
language 0 Most of wha t ha s been done concern the verb 0
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To record and get a comprehensive knowledge of .rwngi , other
studies like my current attempt are necessaryo

In many developing multilingual societies such as Ethiopia,
many of the languages of minorities are neither used as medium
of instructions in schools nor developed to have their own
writing systems 0 !~sa result they are in the process of dyi.ng,
These languages should be recorded before they are completely
lost to us and the material should be available for further
linguistic studieso

Currently, about fifteen minority languages .have been used
in the present literacy campai.gn, But, "l.wngihas.not been
included in this programo Hence, the current study and others
like it will provide material for possible future development
of Awngi in local and educational functionso

This study dealing with the noun phrase in .iwngi. is a
minor contribution to Ethiopian language studieso However, it
has allowed me to gain valuable experience in field work.. Such
experience for me and others is important since there is a
great deal to be done in the area of field li.nguistics in
Ethiopia ..

106 Scope of ~~e S~uQx

The study attempts to assess the syntactic nature of Awngi
NP within the basic syntactic structures of Awngi sentences •.
In so doing, the study has been extended to include basic
sentence patterns in Awngio
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There appears to be dialect8..lvariations among Awngi
speakers within Agewmidir itself 0 ."1.S a result, this study
is restricted to JLwngi speakers in Banj i, Tn jabar-a ,

107 Methods of Stu~

The \vriter of the thesis is not a spe ake r of Awng i , All
the materials analysed are obtained from informantsft

Since i~wngi speakers are strongly influenced by Amharic
language checking and counterchecking of the material has
been done with considerable number of s-peakerso De-pending on
one informant, as it has been the case w.i th much fie ld work,
has not been very effective in this caseo

1.8 pef:Lnitions of the Terms U.§ed

Noun 12hrase is any syntactic element wh i.ch is either a
single wor-d or a string of words that function as a subject,
direct and indirect object and as a complement in the basic
sentence p~tterns in Awngio

Structural Descri)tion (SoDo) is a deep structure
representa.tion of a given linguistic f'o rm,

Structural_change (SoCo) is an intermedi8..te transform-
ational structure starting from the deep to surface levelo
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2. THE NOUN PHRii.SE

201 Iq.entification of the NouIlJ?hras~. in i1.wngi

Any person who has a full understanding of a language
can intuitively identify the acce)tablemd the unacceptable
sentences in the language he speakso

However, the constituent parts of a sentence cannot be
correctly identified as sucho It needs a linguist to formulate
a syntactic method to test the function of a word or a string
of words in a sentencen

Jacobs and Rosenbaum have suggested the passive, the
reflexive and the cleft sentence syntactic tests for English
NPso25

It is said that any member of a sentence that is inverted
by the passive transformation is an NP in English.
Consider the following examples:

(16a)
(16b)

The fat man kicked the ball - active
The ball was kicked by the fat man - passive

The phrases 'the fat man' and 'the ball' are English
NPs since they are the inverted items in the passive
transform!ltiono

The itwngi equivalent expression of sentence (16a) is:
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(17) b . . kW t Wa uzz~ ag-l as-a-wa asx a - active
fat-Gm man-Gm ball-Gm-Om kicked
The 26 fat man kicked the ball.

and to that of sentence (16b) is also:

(17b) wk as-a buzz-i-s wtastex a - passive
ball-Gm fat-Gm-by man-Gm-by was kicked
The ball was kicked by the fat man.

On the same ~rgument given to (16a) and (16b) kWas-a
and buzz-i ag-i are l1.wngiN?s.,

The passive sentences, as indicated in (16b) and (17b),
consist of transitive verbs. In this respect, sentences that
have intransitive verbs do not have grammatical passive
sentences corresponding to them.. Then we say, the passive
test cannot be used as a comprehensive method for determining
all ;i.wngiNPs e

Nevertheless, vve have three satisfactory methods for
identifying Awngi NPS.,27

201.1 The Cleft Sentence Test

The linguistic element to which any form of the verb '!be'

is suffixed in the cleft sentence transformation is always an
NP in ~wngio Given the sentence:

(18) sanG-Ika fiyel-ka-wa widuna
leopard-pl goat-pl-Om exterminated
The leopards extermina.ted the goats e
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we can establish two synonymous cleft sentences.. They are:

(19a) fiyel-ka~wa wid-unkwi sanG-Ik-x
goat-pl...•.Om exterminated-ReI. leopard-pI-are
wnat externinated the goats are the leopards.

and

(19b) sanG-Ika wid-unkwi fiyel-ka-wa-x.
leopard-plo exterminated-ReI. goat-pl_Om-are
What leopards exterminated are the goats.

In (19a) sanG-Ika, the leopards, and in (19b) fiyel-ka-wa,
the goats, are Awngi NPs since they are the items to which the
verb I be 1 morpheme / -x / , are, is suffixed.

2.102 The Reflexive Test

The reflexive test transformation in a given eantence app~ies
only to NPso In sentences that have a reflexive pronoun there are
two NPs which are considered identical or co-referential..
Example:

(20) aqi NiNara-sa wkutsx a
man himself-Om washed
The man washed himself..

In (20) aqi is an NP since the reflexive NiNara-sa, himself
(Literally (Lit.) _" he-head") is referentially identi~al with

.1

the NP a~i, the mano
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Reflexive Transformation

1

1

2

2

3

S.D.

Conditions: ( L)

(ii)
(iii)

ProN-3-0m
3 = head
NFl= NP2 (co-refereDt~ftl~y)

4

proN must agree in person, gender and
number with 2.

(iv) -am only occurs with transitive verb.

Any NP, any constitutent of a sentence except the verb for
that matter, may be questioned by a question word.

The question words for subject NPs are:

ay - who (for human NPs) (aji-who-plo)
and

Indar - who (for non-human NPs) (Indar-ka-
who .•plo)

Consider the following exampleo

(21) Abebe Nln-o Kebede-s weyxwa
Abebe house-Om Kebede-to sold
~bebe sold the house to Kebede.

To question the subject NP of (21) we can formulate the
following type of questions.
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(22a) ay Nln-o Kebede-s wey-ux- interrogative (~.)28
1 2 3 4

w~o. house-Om Kebede-to sold-Rel.
\rlho sold the house to Kebede?

(22b) ') 1 3 4 Int.c.

(22c) 3 2 1 4 Into
(22d) 1 3 2 4 Int.

\fhether we have I~I or 'Indar' as a question word the
sYntactic~ freedom in questioning a subject NP lS as (22a) -(22d).

Notice, the verb in the question sentence is relativized.

The question words for direct object NPs are:

away - whom (aji-so - whoopl.)
- what (Indar-ka-wa- what pl.)Indaray

In addition to the question word the verb in the affirm~tive
sentence is relativized in the question sentenceo Observe the
following:

.cbebe il.lmaz-Ommarried
l:..bebemarried'1.lmaz.

To question the direct object NP of sentence (23) we have
the following type of questions.
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(24a) away Abebe mits-ux Into
1 2 3

whom 1 bebe mar-r-i ed-Re L,
'iliois she that Abebe married?
(\;Jhomdid Abebe marry?)

2 1 3 Into
feres-a Insews-e kew.tx~a.
horse-Gm rope-Om cut
The horse cut the ropeo

(24b)
(25)

To question the direct object of sentence (25) we can
formulate the following type of questionso

(26a) Indaray ..feres-a kewt-ux Into
123

what horse-Gm cut-Relo
What is it that the horse cut?
(\fuatdid the horse cut?

(26b) 2 1 3 Int.

2.1.3.3 ~estioni~I~~irec~J!~~~ NPs

Depending on the function of the indirect object varieties
of mor~hemes such as:

I-sf
/-li/
/-des/
/-da/

- for
- with
- from
- in etco ••
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may be suffixed to the question words as:

ay-des - from whom (aji-des - pl)
and

Indar-des-from what (Indar-ka-des - pl)

Consider the following for questioning indirect object NPso

Given the sentence:

(27) aNguC-a kan-i-des gemtxwa;.
cat-Gm tree-Gm-from came down
The cat came down from the treeo

we can formulate the following type of questions .•

(28) Indar-des aNguO-a gemt-ux Into
1 2 3

what-from "=l.t-Gm came d.own-ReL.•
From what did the cat come dcwu?

(28b) 2 1 3 Int

201.304 Questioning a Complement NP

The question words for questioning a complement NP ar-e ;

ay-i - who is
, -.
(aji-who are)

who-is
and

Indarmay - what is (Indar-ka-x-what are)
what - is
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Given the sentence

(29) Abebe klnsant.i-x
Abebe student-Gm-is
Abebe is a student.

we can formulate the following questions to question a complement
NPo

(30a) Abebe Indarmay Int.
1 2

Abebe what-is
What is Abebe?

( 30b) 2 1 Int.

2.2 ]nternal St~ct~Fe of the Noun Phrase

In A~mgi~single items such as N or ProN and a string
of items such as Adjo + N or De~Adjo + N are all NPs
because they regularly occupy a similar position in one
type of structureo Consider the following table.
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'--------'---.-T-------r----------r,..-.--

(34) an dedeN Insa;} giNxWa

'--- ~_.t.~~t short bot_d_a_D_c_e_d -l.._T_h_a_t_s_,h_o_r_t_b_o_Y_d_a_D_c_e_d.

ma n went
w(32) Ni ayNa yIntx a

He yesterday came
w(33) IIgisimi aqi aylIs dIBsIx a

ta 11 man force spoke

He came yesterday.

2 GlossI----~--~j-~'--------f---~~----+--~~:::-'----I
(31) aqi wkasx a

The man went-

loudlyo
The tall man spoke

What we can observe in the above table is that those
under 1 a~~ in (31) as an N; !! in (32) as a FraN; ligisimi- aqi
in (33) as an Adjo + N and an dedeN Insay in (34) asDet. + Adj.'+ N
are all NPs since their syntactic function, as a subject, is
similar and as a result they can be given a common form class
lable NP. In similar respect those under 2 are VPs.

An NP consists of an obligatory noun as head. Other
elements in the NP such as adjectives,

numerals and determinersare mOdifiers of the head noun and are
optional. Example:

(35) ligisimi lnsay tini.5e
tall boy is studYing

The tall boy is t
S udying.
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In the given sentence, ligisimi Insay is an NP. In this
phrase 'Ip.s?;:.Y.'is an obligatory head and ligisimi is an optional
modifier.

The string of NP in the given sentence is made up of two
elements that can be represented by the following tree.

(36) NP
/""r Iligisimi Insay

Awngi has the following basic NPs

2.2.1 NP ---+) PN

In sentences such as:

( 37) Alemu went.
Alemu went

( 38) Almaz temar-a-x - Almaz is a student.
Almaz student~Gm-is

Alemu and Almaz are NPs that consist of proper nouns.

NP -~ ProN

The personal pronouns that act as an NP in Awngi are:

ani I

Inti you (tla~c., Fem.)
Ni he, she
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Inoji ,..!'.

Intoji
we
you (Plo)

naji theyo

In sentences such as:

wNi tay-a-wa jewx a
he sheep-Gm-Om bought
He bought a sheep.

(40) naji widuna
They finished.

Ni and naji are lll?sthat constitute of pronouns.

NP _---.) N

In sentences such as:

(41) aqi w wIx aGex a
man laughed
The man laughed.

(42) aGu defersIxwa
water got muddy
The water got muddye

aqi and aGu are NPs that consist of nouns.

The head noun in an NP string may have a double head word.
Such words, could be either N - N compounds or conjoined nouns.
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In the N - N structure we have two patterns of compounding.
The first pattern is the suffixation of a morpheme /- a/

to the second noun if the two nouns are noun pro~er as:

(43) KarN Its-a gibitstlxWa
stone fence-compo was built
~~ stone fence was built .•

The second type is the suffixation of the same morpheme
/-a/ to the first noun if the second is an agent oneo Consider
the following.

(44) aNk-a Injist~i mitsxWa
bread-compo baker-G~ got married
The baker got married.. (Lito bread baker)

In sentences (43) and (44) karN Its-a and aNk-a Injist-i
are compound nouns.

To conjoin nouns we use the morpheme /-sta/ which is
suffixed to the first noun if it ends in a voweL while an
allomorph /-Ista/ is suffixed if the first noun ends in a
consonant.
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Example:

(45) aNguC-i-sta gIseN kIruna
cat-Gm-and dog died
The cat and the dog died.

(46) tay-Ista fiyel-i wayestuna
sheep-and goat-Gm were sold.
The sheep and the goat were soldo

In sentence (45) and (46) both aNguC-i-:-stagIsel'!and
tay-Ista fiyel-i are conjoined nounso

One can argue that both the N - N which manifests a noun-
noun modific'3.tion structure in which the first N acts as an
adjectival and the conjoined compound head words are trans-
form~tions of underlying sentences~

In sentence (4·3) the NP karN Its-a, stone fence, is a
transformation of the sentence:

(47) Its-i gIbits-ux karN-Ides
fence-Gm built-Relo stone-from
The fence is made of (from) stoneo

The transformation rule of converting the sentence into an
N-N compound goes ~s follows:
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S.JJ • t NFl ReloV NF2 postP]

S

1 2 3 4 5~
SoCo (i) NP2 disloc8.tion 1 4 2 3 0 5~

( .ii ) Rel.Vo deletion 1 4 2 '11 0 5:=1
(iii) postpo deletion 1 4 2 0 0 0~

(iv) -a insertion 1 4 2 -a 0 0 0
(comp.)

The deep structure of, the NP, aNk-a IIliist-i, baker, (Lit.-
bre8.d baker) of sentence (44) is:

(48) Ni aNk-e
he bread-Om baked
He baked breade

In the process of the transform8.tion the sentence

(49) Ni aNk-e
She baked bread.

changes into a relative cl'luse as:

( 50) al'Tk-e Injest-ux
bread-Ome bake-Relo

She who baked breadooe

Emd the transformation rule that follows the relative clause
to give an N-ll.gentcompound is indicated below.
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r. ..am NP2 RellS.D. \NPl
i

cl L . 10

1 2 3 4 -S.C. (i) Dropping-Om 1 p 3 4 ~

(ii) Dropping Relo 1 0 3 0*
(iii) -a Insertion

(comp.) l-a 0 3 0·~

(iv) -l Insertion (Gm) l-a 0 3-i 0

.i Lao , the NP aNguC-:-i_-::stag!seN, the cat and the dog, of
sentence (45) is a transformation of the following double
sentenceso

(51)
(52)

aNguC-i
gIseN

klrxwa - The cat diedo
kIrxwa - The dog died~

The transformation rule which conjoins two NPs occurring
in two sentences into one ~~ within one sentences is as follows:
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r --. r v3S.D .. NFl
~

Conjo HP2

S S S· S
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 .~

~

S.C ..Vl deletion 1 2 0 4 5 6 7

Condition:
Vl = V2

NFl f NF2
:l.greement: aNguC-i-sta gIseN klruna

In addition to nouns, we have derived nominals. in NF
strings 0 Such nominals are derived from verbso

To nominalize a verb the morpheme I -NI is suffixed to
verb roots. Example:

(53) xu-N buzzitse
eat-nomzro fattens
Eating f'lttenso

This morpheme h'lS an allomorph I -INI that 1S suffixed to
verb roots th~t end in a consonant cluster as:

(54) kant-IN kIntsItse
see-nomzro educ~tes
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and also in a nasal sound as:

(55) jIm-IN deretse

dance-nomzro m~kes tired

D~ncing makes oneself tiredo

In sentence (53), (54) and (55) xu-N, kant-IN and 4LIm-IN

are NPs consisting of derived nominalso

l1.djecti ves share many f'e atures (e 0 go case and number ) with

the class of nounso The main characteristics distinguishing

adjectives from nouns are those of comparison as:

(56) xag-des womber-i Izkw-i-x

bed-from chair-Gm heavy-Gm-is

The chair is he~vier than the bedo

and intensification ~s:

(57) malNa sark-i

very black-Gm - very black

In the sentence;

(58) xabt~m-ka aq-ka jImuna

rich-pl man-pl danced

The rich men dancedo

xabtam-ka ag-ka is an NP obtained from ~1.d!j0 + N co 0

~djectives in ~dje + N NP structure may, as nouns, be found in

compound forms"
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In Awngi the compound adjectives are all in N-Adj. structures.
In this pattern the N- is always a body part noun.

In the process of compounding we have two patterns.

First, when a body part ends in a consonant the joining
morpheme tho.t is suffixed to it is / -0,/ as:

(60)

lIkw leg
ligisim-i long
lIkw_o ligisim.-i long-legged
taf hand
dedeN short
taf-o dedeN short-handed

( 59)

Second, when such nouns are marked for the masculine marker
/ -i / the allomorph / -e j is suffixed to the noun replacing

the / -i / • Examples:

Irkw-i tooth
fuCC-i white

(61 ) w fuCC-i white-tooth (having white tooth)Irk -e
yIw-i back
ligisi~-i long

(62) yIw-e ligisim.';i long-backed
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In the sentence:

leg-compo long-Gm. man danced
The long-legged ~an dancedo

wlI~~2~ ligisim-i aqi is an 1~ consisting of a compound
adjective and a nouno

These N-hdjo compound forms are structures from an underlying
sentence which is relativized as follows:

From the clause:

(64) ligisim--i lIkw zIq-ux
long-Gm leg has-Rel
He who has a long legooo

we get:

(65) w11k -0 ligisiillMi
leg-compo lon§-Gm
long-legged

which is a compound adjectiveo
The transformation rule for changing a clause into a compound
adjective goes as follows~
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'-. V],
S~D. Ix .1.dj. N ReI •.

Lcl cl
1 2 3 4 ~)~

80Co (i) N Tr3.nsposition 1 3 ? 0 4 ~

(I.i) Relo Vo deletion 1 3 2 .r1 0 0
(iii) -0 Insertion

(comp e ) 1 3-0 2

2.305 NP , Deto + N

L1. word cl3.sScontaining articles (a, the), possessives
(my, his) nnd demonstratives (this, those ..oo) is c~lled a
determinero29

In Awngi there are no articleso But the possessives are
formed as follows:

Independent pronouns
ani I

Inti

Ni - he, she

Inoji - we
Intoji - you (pl )

naji - they

Demonstratives '1re:

In - this
an - +h rt

In-i - these

Possessive pronoun§.-..-~- -
. 30 myYl-U -

k-u - your (Masc. ,
Fem. )

Ni-u - his
Ni-t - her
Inojis-u - our
Intojis-u - your (pI )

najis-u their
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an-i - those

In sentences such as

(66) an NIn ItxWa
that house fell down
Th·qthouse fell downe

(67) Ni-u metsaf-i dIsxwa
his book lost
His book is losto

an NIn and Ni-u metsaf-i are NPs that are constituted
of Deto + N.

NP --------~) Nuo + N

Numerals are those items that include the cardinals (one,
fouroo.) and the ordinals (first, fiftho~o~ The process of
forming ordinals from the cardinals is as follows:

laGu - one ImpIl-ant-i - first
laNa - two laNa-nt-i - second
Suxa - three Suxa-nt-i - third
seza - four seza-nt-i - fourth
aNk'''a five Nk"" t· fifth- a a-n-l -
walta - six walta-nt-i sixth
laNeta - seven laNeta-nt-i - seventh
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suGata - eight suGata-nt-i - eighth
sesta - nine sesta-nt-i - ninth
sIkka - ten sIkka-nt-i - tenth
sIkra-laGu - eleven sIkr~ ImpIl-ant-i - eleventh

The mor~heme of the ordinal marker is /-ant-/ which is
suffixed to cardinal numbers ending in a consonant and its
allomorph /-nt-/ is suffixed to those that end in a vowel /a/.

Here we may notice two morphemes meaning 'one'. These
are 'ImpIl' whi.ch can be used Hith -a head noun as:

(68a) Im.pIl aqi - one man

and 'laGu' which is used only in counting, but not with a head
noun us:

(68b) * laGu aqi

Hence, we say that ImpIl and laG~ arBidentic~l terms whose
distributions ~re synt~ctically conditioned.

In sentences such as:

(69) ImpIl-ant-a xuna mitsexwa
-ne-Orom-Gm woman got married
The first woman got married~
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(70) seza tay-ka kIruna
four sheep-pl. died
Four sheep died.

ImpIl~~nt-a xuna and seza tay-ka are NPs compri~ing ofNu. t N.
pattern.

2.307 NP ) Deto + Nu. + Adjo + N

In the sentence:

(71) an-i laNa sark-Ika aq-ka Aw-ka-x
those two black-plo man-plo Agew-plo-are
Those two black men are Agews.

an-L~..?-_Nasark-Ika aq-ka is an NP that consist of De t , +

Nuo + Adj. + No

NP ) s + NP

In sentences such as:

(72) jIm-aw aqi ligisim-i-x
dance-Rel. man tall-Gm- is
The man who dances is tall.

(73) jamb-ux sanG kIrxwa
jump-Rel. leopard died
The leopard that jumped died.

Rm-aw~ and jamb:-uxsanG are NPs that ~nsis-t of a e&nt-e.oc€

(8) and an NP (N). The following tree illustrates the
structure NP a'sI~ + NP as given in sentence (73)~
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(74)

-ux

i

. \ bI WJam x asanG

Because 82 as a whole is relativized at sur-race level, the
Relo in the deep structure appears before the NP as indicated
in tree diagram (74).

According to the tree diagram (74) the subject of the
embedded sentence is the same as the main clause. Such a
subject is known qS a co-referential subject~ The underlying
subject of the embedded sentence has been deleted by a
transform'1tion rule known as Egui NP-deletiono3l
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The transform3.tion of Equi NP deletion goes as follows;.

S'oD" rx 1"1}> 2 Vl NP3 IV2\Ii.. ..-JSi S
1 2 3 4 5 -9

S"C" ( .i ) NP2 deletion 1 0 3 4 5 9
(ii) Re 1:3.tivize Vl 1 0 3···-Relo4 5

Condition: NP2 = NP3 (di8.gram 74)

2,,3 Distribution of the Constitutents of the Noun Phrase

The constituents of ..•.wngi NP are char-act er-Lzed by the head
noun (N) 3.nd a modifier (Mod.). The head is the major
constituent that determines the syntactic function of the whole
phrase and is always an ob.li.grt or-y member of the NP and the
modifiers are optional.

In ~wngi, all modifiers except / -gi/, a suffix me8.ning
'all~precede the noun they modify. / -gi/ which is not a
phrase level modifier but a word level modifier occupies a post- .
head -position since all bound mo r-phemes are sufficed in .iwngl,
Observe the following morphological level example:

(75a) aqi-gi yIntuna
people-all came
All people came"

but not:

(75b) * gi-aqi yIntuna

Other modifiers such as adjectives occupy pre-head positions.
Example:
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(76) s~rk-a aNguC-a naka kIrtxWa

black-Gm cat-Gm today died

The black Cqt died todayo

If there are two or more adjectives to modify ~ head noun,

adjectives denoting colours precede adjectives indicating size,

Example:

(77a) fuCC-a buzz-a tay-a wkIrtx a

white-Gm fat-Gm sheep-Gm died

The white fat sheep died~

However, the following pattern is dubious in Awngio

(77b) '"buzz-a fuCC-a tay-a kIrtxWa

In addition to an adjective modifying another adjective as

indicated in (77a),intensifiers can also occur preceding an

qdjectiveo

The intensifier in L!.wngiis 'malNa', very (Lit.-much)o

Consider the following:

(78a) malNa buzz-i aqi kundastIx"Va

very fat-Gm man got sick

The very fat man got sick.

but not:

(78b) '"buzz-i malNa aqi WkundastIx a
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Also numerals precede head nouns as:

(79) seza temar-ka golelstuna

four student-pI were chosen

Four atudents were cho seri,

Cardinal numerals always precede ordinal numeralso

Example:

(BOa) laNa laNa-nt-i amet-ka temar-ka ylntuna

two two-Orrm-Gm year-pI student-pI came

T1f.TOsecond year students came.

but not:

(BOb) * laNa-nt-i laNa amet-ka temar-ka ylntuna

Determiners also precede the head noun in an NP string.

Observe tne following:

(B1 ) ani temar-ka-x

those student-pI - are

Those are students.

(B2) yI-u metsaf-i dlsxwa

my book-Gm. is lost

My book is lost.

\~en demonstratives and possessives modify a head noun,

demonstratives precede possessiveso Consider the following:
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(83a) an yI-u metsaf-i WdIsx a

that my book-Gm lS lost

Th~t book of mine is losto

But, possessive-demonstrative pattern is ungrammatical in

(83b) * yI-u an metsaf-i dIsxwa

When a modifier modifies another modifier, determiners

precede adjectiveso Example:

(84a) an

That slim man liedo

but not:

(84b) * Insu an aqi ItxWa

In addition} numerals precede adjectives as:

(85a) laNa sark-Ika :l.lfguC-kaw·.mber-da Inj ikuna

two black-pl cat-pl chp.ir-on sat

Two black cats sat on the chairi

but not:

(85'0,)* sark-Ika 1aNa aNguC-ka wiomber-da Injikuna

11.1so,:determiners precede numer-als 0 Example:
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(86a) ani waNk a NIn-k9. gu~-k9.-x
those five house-pl hut-pl-qre
Those five houses are huts.

However, numerals do not -precede determiners. Example:

(86b) * alncwa ani NIn-ka guz-ka-x

Therefore, the acceptable sequence of the constituents
in ~l.wngi NP is:

DETERMINER
~ "'-"-Demon. possess-

NUMERAL.-------~
cardinal ordinal

ADJECTIVE .NOUN---~colour Adjo size Adj~
Example:

(87) ani laNa sark-Ika tay-ka
sheep-pl

wayestuna
those two black-pl we r-e sold
Those two black sheep were soldo

In a modifier-head construction ;i.wngishows gender,
number and C9.se agreement between the head and the modii,iero

The gender agreement is as:

Masculine Feminine Gloss
(88) sqrk-i tay-0 sark-a tay-a

black-Gm sheep-Gm black-Gillsheep-Gm - black sheep
(89) ligisim-i k8.n-i legesem-a kan-9..

tall-Gm tree-Gm tall-Gm tree-Gm - tall tree

The gender agreement transformation is as follows:
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S.D~
,.
lX
I

NPl-

.,
N-Gm,

I

SoCo Gender copying
1

1

2

2-Gm
3-Gm .-:.)
3-Gm

The number agreement is also as:

(90)

Singular
sark-i tay-0

Plural Gloss

black sheep
sark-Ika tay-ka
black-pl sheep-pl. black sheep

(91) legesem-a kan-a legesem-ka kan-ka
tall tree tall-pl tree-pl tall trees

The number agreement transformation is as follows:

1 2

N_p11. J NP

3-pl .~
3-pl.

Modo

SoC. Number copying 1 2-pl

The case agreement is also as:

(92) ani-s ber-ka-s
those-Cm. ox-pl~Cm - by those oxen

(93) laNa-s aq-ka-s
man-pl-Cm - by +wo mentwo-Cm

The transformation of c.ase ·lgreement is3..s indicated be Low,
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r'"

N-Cm JSoD .• I X ModoI

LNP NP
1 2 3-Cm -4

SoC. Case copying 1 2-Cm 3-Cm .•

204 External Distribution of the Noun Phrase- - ~----- ~, ..- .

The basic order of constituents in Awngi simple sentence
is SOV 0 Eocamo Le :

(94) nlfas sigar-e
wind door-Om opened

S o v

The wind opened the dooro

But, how do we syntactically justify th~t the order of
constituents of n.wngi sentence is an SOV?

The following are universal characteristics of an SOV
language ..32

(i) all modifiers come before the item they modify"
Examples:

(95) laNa temar-ka zemeruna
two student-pI sang
~wo students sango

(ii) All bound morphemes including c.a se mar-ker-s are
suffixed· Consider the following:

Ins'3..y-gi
(chair-on)
(boy-all)

- on the chair(96)

(97)
womber-da

- all boys
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(iii) ~1.11such Languuges are postpositional rlther than
prepositional. Examples:

(98) Gonder-des (99) .-i.lmaz-li
Gonder-from :1.1maz-with
from Gonder with .vLmaz

(100) Kebede-s
Kebede-to
to Kebede

(iv) Ccmp-rr-a sons are made ClS f oLlows:
" Y - from x - strong-is"

Consider the.f.llowing examples:

(101) x"l.g-des
bed-from

womber-i Izkw-i-x
chair-Gm henvy-Gm-is

The chlir is he~vier than the bed.
(102) Insay

boy
wula-des buzz-i-x
all-from fat-Gm-is

The boy is the fattest of all.

In addition to the characteristics of SOV langu~ges pointed
out 'lbove,we h ave the following syrrt oct ic arguments to
est~blish why the word order in the liwngi simple sentence is SOV.

First, the verb occupies a fin8.1position. Example:
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(103a) i1.sfaw wbIn-S A.S
S o v

l.•.sfaw river-tow~rds went
Asfaw went towards the river.

Moving the verb from its final position is completely
unacceptable in i1.wngioObserve the following:

(l03b) * k wasx a .1.sfaw
v s o

Second, in all responses of informants, the subject comes
before the object as:

(104a) Insay
S

siy-o kutsxWa
o v

boy cloth-Om washed
The boy washed the cloth.

However, OSV, ~s a variant of SOV, is also an acceptable
pattern. Consider the following example:

(104b) Sly-O
o

Insay wkutsx a
s B

cloth-Om boy washed
The boy washed the cloth.

Because all objects in ~wngi are marked for an object,
the meaning of the OSV is aIways the same as t.h.rt of the SOV
i.eo a sentence with an OSV order as:
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(105a) sigar-e aresant-i

o s v

door-Om far-me r=-Gm opened

The f~rmer ouened the door.

has the SOV pattern:

, -
(105b) aresant-i

S

sigar-e wbI6X a
o v

farmer-Gm door-Om opened

The f~rmer opened the door.

as its deep structure. The following tree diagram represent-

ation illustrates the deep structure order of (105b) ..

(106) S

NP

I
N

I,

.........

VP/~-------~
NP V

J j
aresant-i Sigar-e

It is generally agreed that if many alternate orders

exist for a sentence ~t surface level such 3.S (105a) and

(105b), there must only be one that is considered the bJsic

order, in this case (106), from which the others ar-e derived. 33

However, if the verb is intransitive, the sentence has

SV order. Example:
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(107a) Asfaw 'I WJ mx a
J.sfaw danced
Asfaw danced'-

But, a VS order is ungrammaticalo Consider the following
(10'71))-*jImxwa Asfaw

\fuendirect object (Do) and indirect object (IO) occur+ in
a sentenc~ the order of the elements is S-Do-IO-V.
Consider the following:

(108a) Asfaw metsaf-e wAlemu-s wex a
S Do IO v

Asfaw book-Om Alemu-to gave
Asfaw gave the book to Alem'-'0

Other grammatically acceptable orders are:

(108b) S IO DO V
(108c) DO S IO V
(108d) DO IO S V
(108e) IO S DO V
(108f) IO DO· S V

but not:

(108g) * V S DO IO
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Sentences with copula verbs have SUbject-Complement (SC)
patterno In Awngi the verb "be" is found suffixed to the
complement 0 Observe the following:

(109) aq-a astemar-a-x
S C

woman teacher-Gm-is
The woman is a te~chero

If we reverse the pattern of (109) we get a different
sentence as:

(110) astem~r-a aq-a-x
S C

teacher-Gm woman-is
The teacher is the womano

(109) and (110) are not synonymous and therefore, CS is
gr-amma'ti.oa LLy an una.c ceptab Le pattern in ;\wngi.

With the verb to "have" we have SUbject-Complement-Verb
(SCV) pattern.

- J

(llla) biri
S

ox
jenj

C
horn

wzIq a
V

has
The ox has a horno

but CSV is ungrammatical as:

(lllb) * jenj biri wzIq a
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Contrary to the sentence pattern in lumgi, the NP that
constitutes of S + ~~, (NP'----~lS + NP), has a strict O-V-S
pattern within the embedded clause& Consider the followingo

(112a) womber-o_-.kat~~ acg wyIntx a
o v S v

chair-Om took-Rel.man came
The man who took the chair cameo

Neither:

(l12b) * v o S v

nor:

(112c) * S v o v

order is acceptable in ~wngi. This is because the pattern has
an embedded sentence as indicl..tedin (74).

2e5 Functions of the Noun Phrase

The NP in :!..wngifunctions as follows e 34

l~wngi NP functions as a subject of a serrt ence ,

(i) As an actor or agent of the sentenceo
Example:

(113) wInsay kan-e kewx a
S o v

boy tree-Om cut
The boy cut the tree.
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In sentence (113) Insay, the subject, is an actor subject
since it is the doer of the action in the sentenceo

(ii) 1~ is something about which a predicate ie asserted.
Example:

(114) ""Insay kasx a
s V

boy went
The boy went.

In sentence (114) Insay, is an NP about which a predicate
is asserted.

(iii) as an experiencer. Example:

(115) temar-i mels-o yaqe
student-Gm answer-Om knows
The student knows the answer.

In sentence (115) temar-i is a subject NP that gets the
experience in the sentence.

(iv) as a subject in the deep structure.

Awngi verbs are inflected for number, gender and person
of the subjecto Example:

(116a) Inoji wgolel-n-x a
We choose - we - past

We chose.
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11..1so:

(116b) golel-n-xwa
choose-vve-past
We chose ..

is considered as a variant sentence of (116a)e Therefore,
though the function is similar to (i) and (iii), one would
semantically argue that (116b) is a reduced form of the
longer sentence (116a)~ The transformation one ~ould apply
in this case is a pronoun deletiono Consider the following
example:

pronoun deletion
S ..D. rNP vi

s~ Js!-

1 2 ~

SoC. P 2

Condition: NP = ProN

However, if the subject NP is a noun it is first transform-
ed into a pronoun by the process of pronominalization transform-
ation as:

NP ===:-~ NP
proN

Condition: NP ~ proN
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20502 NP as a Direct Object

Awnig NP functions as a sufferer of an action: Example:

(117) IGw_i sanG-o kuxwa
S a v

hyena-Gm teopard-Om killed
The hyena killed the leopard.

In sentence (117) the object, sanG-o is the sufferer
since it is the receiver of the action in the sentenceo

205.3 NP as Ind~rect Object

Since Awngi is a case inflected language the indirect
object NPs function as follows:

(i) as instrumental.
Example:

(118) sanG duli-s kIrxwa
S 10 V

~eopard stick-by killed
The leopard was killed with a stick.

In sentence (118) duli-s is an instrumental indirect
object since it an NP with which the action is performed.

(ii) as a locative
Example:
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1 2 3

(119) gIseN l'ITn-da zIkwa
S 10 V

dog house-inside there is
The dog is inside the houseo

In sentence (119) NIn-da is locative since it indicates where. --
the subject is located.

(iii) as directional
Example:

(120)
s 10 v

dog house-towards went
The dog went towards the house.

In sentence (120) NIn-Swas is directional since the
destination of the subject is directed to "it.

(iv) as comitative
Example:

(121 ) asfaw almaz-li wkasx a
s 10 v

Asfaw Almaz-with went
Asfaw went with Almazo

In sentence (121) Almaz-li is comitative since its activity
is joined with the subject.
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NP as Complement

In copulative sentences an NP in Awngi functions as a
complement. Example:

(122) Asfaw gitsin-i-x
S C

Asfaw merchant-Gm-is
Asfaw is a merchanto

In sentence (122) ,gitsin-i is a complement since it is an
NP to which the copula I -x / is suffixed ..
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3. S~~RY aND CONCLUSION

Agew or Central Cushitic is found widely scattered in
northern Ethiopiao

This language W3.S once spoken in a very large area but
being superseded by il..mharicand Tigrigna evolved into four
'islands' which have become mutually unintelligibleo

One of these 'islands' is awng i., spoken by about 50,000
people in Gojjam, particul~rly in the districts of Agew-midir
and Metekel.

nwngi is a little studied language and whatever study has
been done so far concerns only the verbft To the knowledge of
this researcher no phonological and syntactic works have been
done on the language 0

To identify :\.wngiNP, a syntactic test such as
reflexiviz~tion, the cleft sentence qnd interrogative tests have
been employedo

The internal structure of the NP could be summ~rized by
the f'o Ll.owi.ng rewrite rules 0

(1) S---fJ NP+ VP

----;} (:p + vJ(2) VP
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( 3) NP ~ (Det.) ( Nuo )~/"Demono possess$ ca~d. ord.

(4) PN ) Almaz, Alemu
( 5) proN ) Ni, Inoji
(6) Det. ,... ku, an
( 7) Nu. W sIkka-nt-i

"
aN}{a,

(8) Adj. oJ buzz-i, sark-i
(9) N • Insay, kan-i

(10) V yIntxWa, W
J kasx a

PN
ProN

(Adj. )
/"-color size

adj. adj.

N

s + NP

To illustrate the representations of the most frequent
sentence types, we consider the follow~ng trees.

(11) s
~

NP VP

(12)
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(13)

Tree diagram (11) is an underlying representation of a
simple sentence that has an intransitive verbs

Tree diagram (12) is the deep structure of a sentence that
has a transitive verb along with a direct object NP2"

Tree diagram (13) is an underlying representation of a
sentence that has a transitive verb along with a direct and an
indirect object, NP2 and NP3' respectively.

The basic sentence pattern in Avmgi is SOVo OSV pattern is
always a variant of SOVo CSVand VSO patterns are ungrammatical
in Awngi.

Awngi NP has a compu190ry head noun and optional modifiers.
Constituents of Awngi NP are always (Det ,) - (Ruo) - (i-1.dj.)- N
~rder.

Awngi NP functions as subject, direct and indirect objects
and as a complement of a sentenceo
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APPEND I X A===========================

Gender in Awngi

There are two genders, masculine and feminine, in Awngi.

The masculine marker is the morpheme I -i / which is
suffixed to nouns whose root ends in a consonant. Examples:

(1)

( 2)

tree(T1asc.)
tooth(T1asc.)

The mas culine marker .,-i, has an allomorph / -0 /. Though
no scientific justification we can say that it is morphologically
conditioned. Example:

guzg-0
tay -0
dad -0

= stomach (T1asc.)
= sheep (T1asc.•)
= road (T1asco)

The feminine marker is the morpheme / -a / which is suffixed
to the noun root and contrasts with / -0 / and / -i /
'masculine'. Consider the following:
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Masculine Feminine Gloss
(6) guzg-0 guzg-a stomach
(7) karN-0 karN-a stone
(8) kan-i kan-a tree
(9) Irkw_i w toothIrk -a

With a few nouns, in addition to the masculine marker
suffix I-ii, all root lei vowels in the feminine form are
replaced by Iii in the masculine formo Consider the
f o LLowi.ng .•

Feminine Masculine Gloss---
(10) feres-a firis-i horse
(11) defer-a dif!r-i courage

One can postulate a phonological rule of vowel raising
whose effect would be to raise root vowel le/ to /i/o The
rule will be a vowel harmony ruleo Example:

(12) ~Telej- + -i ~ wilij-i
(13) feres- + -i -=-~ firis-i

'old'
'horse'

If the noun is a comDound one, gender markers are
attached to the element to which the compounding morpheme lS

not suffixedo Example:

Masculine Feminine Gloss
(14) mls-i Nln-a mIS-a Nln-a

mead-Gmo house-ComR mead-Gmo house-co~p. mead house
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(15) Masculine
dad-a sirig-i
road-compo cleaner-Gm

Feminine Gloss
dad-a sereg-a
road-compo cleaner-Gm road cleaner
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Number in Awngi

The commonest way of forming plurals is by suffixing a
mo rpheme / -ka / to the root noun, Example:

Singular Plural Gloss
(16)

(17)

al1"guC-i

tay
aNguC-ka cats
tay-ka sheep

The morpheme /-ka /has an allomorph / -IkfY/ which is
suffixed to nouns that end in a consonant cluster. Examples:

~

(18)

(19)

Singular
karN
Irkw-i

Plural Gloss
karN-Ika
Irkw-Ika

stones
teeth

and after noun roots ending in /k/~ Example:

Singular
(20) Injuk

Plural Gloss
Injuk-Ika a stick

for hockey
playing

If the noun is a kind of noun whose root vowels are
harmonized with the masculine marker / -i / , it is the
feminine form-that is pluralized. However, the feminine marker
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I -a lis not maintained in the plural formo Consider the
following example:

Feminine Masculine Plural Gloss
(21 ) feres-a firis-i feres-ka horse
(22) defer-a difir-i defer-ka courage

If the noun is a compound noun, it is the second member
of the compound that is pluralizedo Example:

Singular Plural Gloss
(23) mIs-i NIn-a mIS-i NIn-ka mead house
(24) aNk-a Injist-i aNk-a Injest-lka baker
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Case in Awngi

(i) Nominative
The nominative in Awngi has 1 -~1 marker. Examp Le ;

( 25) sanG-~ fiyel-e wxuxa
leopard-Nomo goat-Om ate
The leopard ate the goato

(26) zagr-i-~ kIrxwa
monkey-Gm-Nomo died
The monkey died.

(ii) Accusative

Though it is difficult to determine the accusative morpheme
unless one uses some kind of reconstruction in the language we
have 1 -e I , 1 -oland 1-wa 1 accusative marker allomorphs.

The allOmorphl -el is suffixed to nouns replacing the
final masculine marker morpheme 1-i 10 Example:

Nominative Accusative Gloss
(27) IGw_i w hyenaIG -e
(28) Sew-i Sew-e hefirt
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The allOsnorph/-0 / is suffixed to masculine nouns that
have.y' .C) / masculine marker. Consider the following:

(29)

( 30)

Nominative Accustative
dad-o
karN-o

Gloss
road
stone

dad-C)
karN-~

The allomorph/ -wa / is suffixed to feminirr.a singular nouns.
Contrary to the allomorph / -e/which occurs after the masculine
marker / -i / and involves the deletion of the masculine marker
after its suffixation, the feminine marker is maintained.
Examples:

(31 )

( 32)

Tiominative
tay-a-C)
feres-a-~

Accusative
tay-a-wa
feres-a-wa

Gloss
sheep
horse

/ -wa / is also suffixed to all plural nouns. Consider the
following.

( 33)

( 34)

(iii)

Nominative Accusative
tay-ka-wa
feres-ka-wa

Gloss
sheep
horse

tay-ka-C)
feres-ka-0

Genitive

The genitive marker in Awngi is the morpheme! -tV/and is
suffiXEd to nouns which have / -C) / masculine marker. Example:
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l"lasclunineNoun Genitive Gloss
( 35)

( 36)

karN-~
dad-~

karN-u stomach's
dad-u rood's

The genitive morpheme / /-u /has an allomorph/ -¢/ that is
suffixed to nouns that end in I -u /0 Example:

(37) aGu-water aGu-~ water's

But v + v ~ vw (diphthongization). Example:

( 38)

( 39) wIG -a
hyena(l"lasco)
hyena(Femo)

IGw-i + u~IGw-i-w hyena's
IGw_a + u~Gw-a-w hyena's

(iv) Dative

The dative marker morpheme is / -s / which is suffixed to all
nouns except those that end in consonant clusterso Example:

(40) kan-i tree(f'Iasce ) kan-i-s to the tree
(41) kap._B. tree (}i'em) kan-a-s to the tree
(42) kan-ka trees(pl) kan-ka-s to the trees

but the alloDorph/-Is / is suffixed to nouns that end in
consonant clusters. Example:

(43) karN stone karN-Is- to the stone
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(v) Other Case Relationships

The morphemes / -ta /, "as", / -li /, "with" and

/ -des /, "from" are suffixed to all nouns except to those

that end in consonant clusters; but their allmorphs, / -Ita / ,

/ -Ili / and / -Ides / are suffixed to nouns that end in

consonant clusters.

( 35) j:i..flist-i-ta as a cowardly

(36) jenj-Ita as a horn

( 37) Almaz-li with Almaz

( 38) meNgIst-Ili with MeNgist

( 39) kan-i-des from the tree

(40) karN-Ides from the stone
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